Abstract. Amidst rocketing numbers of enthusiastic Java programmers and internet applet users, there is growing concern about the security of executing Java code produced by external, unknown sources. Rather than waiting to nd out empirically what damage Java programs do, we aim to examine rst the language and then the environment looking for points of weakness. A proof of the soundness of the Java type system is a rst, necessary step towards demonstrating which Java programs won't compromise computer security. We consider a type safe subset of Java describing primitive types, classes, inheritance, instance variables and methods, interfaces, shadowing, dynamic method binding, object creation, null and arrays. We argue that for this subset the type system is sound, by proving that program execution preserves the types, up to subclasses/subinterfaces.
Introduction
Before the rst complete Java language description was available 13] use of the language was extremely widespread and the rate of increase in usage is steep. The language may not have reached a stable point in its development yet: there exist di erences between the language descriptions 16, 17, 13] , and there are many suggestions for additional features 19, 2] . Several studies have uncovered aws in the security of the Java system 11], and have pointed out the need for a formal semantics. Java combines the experience from the development of several object oriented languages, such as C++, Smalltalk and Clos. The main features of the language are primitive types (character, integer, boolean, oat), classes with inheritance, instance/class variables and methods, interfaces for class signatures, shadowing of instance variables, dynamic method binding, exceptions, arrays, strings, class modi ers (private, protected, public etc), nal/abstract classes and methods, nested scopes, separate compilation, constructors and nalizers. The philosophy of the language designers was to include only features with already known semantics, and to provide a small and simple language. Nevertheless, we feel that the introduction of some new features in Java, as well as the speci c combination of features, justi es a study of the Java formal semantics. The use of interfaces, reminiscent of 9, 5] is a simpli cation of the signatures extension for C++ 3] and is { to the best of our knowledge { novel. The mechanism for dynamic method binding is that of C++, but we know of no formal de nition. Java adopts the Smalltalk approach whereby all object variables are implicitly pointers. Furthermore, although there are a large number of studies of the semantics of isolated programming language features or of minimal programming languages 1], there have not been many studies of the formal semantics of actual programming languages . In addition, the interplay of features which are very well understood in isolation, might introduce unexpected e ects. Experience con rms the importance of formal studies of type systems early on during language development. Ei el, a language rst introduced in 1985, was discovered to have a loophole in its type system in 1990 8, 18] . Given the growing usage of Java, it seems important that if there are loopholes in the type system they be discovered early on. We aim to argue that the type system of Java is sound, in the sense that unless an exception is raised, the evaluation of any expression will produce a value of a type \compatible" with the type assigned to it by the type system. We were initially attracted to Java, because of its elegant combination of several tried language features. For this work we were guided by the language descriptions, 17], 13]. We found the language description complete and unambiguous, in the sense that any question relating to semantics could be answered unambiguously by 13]. However, we discovered some rules to be more restrictive than necessary, and the reasons for some design decisions were not obvious. We hope that the language authors will publish a language design rationale soon.
The Java subset considered so far
In this paper we consider the following parts of the Java language: primitive types, classes and inheritance, instance variables and instance methods, interfaces, shadowing of instance variables, dynamic method binding, object creation with new, the null value, arrays, and some exceptions 12]. We chose this Java subset because we consider the Java way of combining classes, interfaces and dynamic method binding to be both novel and interesting. Furthermore, we chose an imperative subset right from the start, because the extension of type systems to the imperative case has sometimes uncovered new problems, (e.g. multi-methods for functional languages 7] , and for imperative languages in 4], the Damas and Milner polymorphic type systems for functional languages 10], and for the imperative extension 21]). We considered arrays, because of the known requirement for run time type checking. We describe the language as in the 13] de nition with the exception of method binding, which we model as described in 17], because it imposes a weaker requirement. Namely, 17] requires methods that hide methods from superclasses or superinterfaces to have a return type that can be widened to the return type of the hidden method, whereas 13] requires them to have the same type. Because the rst requirement is weaker, our soundness result automatically applies to the new, stricter version of Java as in 13].
2 The language Java s Java s describes a subset of Java, including classes, instance variables, instance methods, inheritance of instance methods and variables, shadowing of instance variables, interfaces, widening, method calls, assignments, object creation and access, the null value, instance variable access and the exception NullPointExc, arrays, array creation and the exceptions ArrStoreExc, NegSzeExc and IndOutBndExc. We have not yet considered initializers, constructors, nalizers, class variables and class methods, local variables, class modi ers, nal/abstract classes and methods, super, strings, numeric promotions and widenings, concurrency, the handling of exceptions, packages and separate compilation. There are slight di erences between the syntax of Java s and Java which were introduced to simplify the formal description. A Java program contains both type and evaluation information. The type information consists of variable declarations, parameter and result types for methods, and interfaces of classes. The evaluation information consistent statements in method bodies. In Java s this information is split into two: type information is contained in the environment (usually represented by a ?), whereas evaluation information is re ected in the program (usually represented by a p). An example can be seen in section 6. We follow the convention that Java s keywords appear as keyword, identi ers as identifier, nonterminals appear in italics as Nonterminal, and the metalanguage symbols appear in roman (e.g. ::=, ( ,*, )). Identi ers with the su x Id (e.g. VarId) indicate the identi ers of newly declared entities, whereas identi ers with the su x Name (e.g. VarName) indicate a previously declared entity.
Programs
A program consists of a sequence of class bodies. Class bodies consist of a sequence of method bodies. Method bodies consist of the method identi er, the names and types of the arguments, and a statement sequence. We require that there is exactly one return statement in each method body, and that it is the last statement. This simpli es the Java s operational semantics without restricting the expressiveness, since it requires at most a minor transformation to enable any Java method body to satisfy this property. We need only consider conditional statements, assignments and method calls. This is because loop, break, continue and case statements can be coded in terms of conditionals and loops; try and throw statements belong to exceptions which are outside the scope of the current state of our investigations. We consider values, method calls, and instance variable access. Java values are primitive (e.g. literals such as true, false, 3, { there can be sequences of superinterfaces, instance variable declarations, and instance method declarations;
{ the previous declarations are well-formed; { there is no prior declaration of C { there are no cyclic subclass dependencies between C 0 and C { the declarations of the class C 0 , interfaces I j and variable types T j may precede or follow the declaration for C { this is why we require ?`C 0 v C 0 , rather than ? 0`C0 v C 0 ; { the MT j are method types; { instance variable identi ers are unique; { instance methods with the same identi er must have di erent argument types; { a method overriding an inherited method must have a result type that widens to the result type of the overridden method { here we follow 17] instead of 13] which requires the result types to be identical; we prefer the former because it is a more general de nition; { \unless a class is abstract, the declarations of methods de ned in each direct superinterface must be implemented either by a declaration in this class, or by an existing method declaration inherited from a superclass" -again we follow 17] instead of 13], and we require the implementing method to have a result type that widens to the result type of the interfaces method, instead of requiring them to be identical. 3 The type rules Type checking is described in terms of a type inference system. In parallel with type checking the program is slightly modi ed, and enriched with type information. The Java s -program is turned into a Java se -program. The enriching of the program by type information is described by the mapping Comp: Comp : Java s ?! Java se 3.1 Java se , enriching Java s Some compile-time type informationis necessary for the execution of Java method calls and of instance variable access. This information is calculated when type checking, and needs to be available during execution. Therefore, we de ned Java se , an extended version of Java s , which includes the appropriate type information. Furthermore, terms like i represent references to objects, which will be necessary for describing the operational semantics. Also, in order to describe method evaluation without using closures, in Java s we allow an expression to consist of a sequence of statements. Finally, execution of Java se programs may raise the exceptions NullPointExc, indicating an attempt to access an instance variable of the null pointer, ArrStoreExc indicating an attempt to assign a value of the wrong class to an array component, IndOutBndExc indicating an index out of the array bounds, and NegSzeExc, when attempting to create a new array value of a negative size. Figure 12 contains the type rules for array and eld accesses. The possibility of a runtime exception is described with the operational semantics in gures 20 and 18. Only classes have elds. Figure 13 contains the type rules for method bodies and method calls, as in ch. In fact, introduction of the subsumption rule would make this type system non-deterministic { although 6] develops a system for Java which has a subsumption rule, and in which the types of method call and eld access are determined by using the minimal types of the expressions.
Extending the type rules to Java se
The Java se syntax is in most parts identical to that of Java s . For these cases the type rules are identical. The only cases where the syntax di ers are method call, eld access, and the object references i . These are shown in gure 15. The type of a reference depends on the class of the object pointed at in the current state (states will be introduced in section 4), therefore, the type of a Java se term depends on both the environment and the state, and type assertions for Java se terms t have the form ?; `t : T.
If an object is stored at address i , then its class is the type of the reference i . If a k-dimensional array of T is stored at i , then the k-dimensional array of T, T ] 1 ::: ] k is the type of this reference. Objects and array values are de ned in section 4. The di erence between the type of a eld access expression in Java s and Java se is, that in Java se the type depends on the descriptor (i.e. C) instead of the type of the variable at the left of the eld access (i.e. T). In Java se method calls we search for appropriate methods, using the descriptor signature (T 2 : : : T n ), instead of the types of the actual expressions (T 0 2 ; : : :T 0 n ). For this search we rst examine the class of the receiver expression for a method body with appropriate argument types, and then its superclasses: 
Properties of the Java se type system
We expect the type of a Java se -expression to be related to the type of the original Java s -expression. In fact, they are identical. The type system assigns unique types to any well-typed Java s or Java se term. 4 The operational semantics Figure 16 describes the run time model for the operational semantics. Firstly, the state is at; it consists of mappings from identi ers to primitive values or to references, and from references to objects or arrays. Every object is annotated by its class. An object consists of a sequence of labels and values. Each label also carries the class in which it was de ned; this is needed for labels shadowing labels from superclasses, cf 13] ch. 9.5. For example, as in section 6, like Phil: 5 , like FrPhil: croissant FrPhil is an object of class FrPhil. It inherits the eld like from Phil, and has the eld like from FrPhil.
Arrays carry their dimension and type information, and they consist of a sequence of values for the rst dimension. For example 3; 5; 8; 11 int ] , is a one dimensional array of integers. Con gurations are tuples of Java se terms and states, or just states. The operational semantics is a mapping from programs and con gurations to con gurations. For a given program p, the operational semantics maps con gurations to new con gurations. 19 . object and array creation rst, until it becomes l-ground. Then the right hand side is evaluated, up to the point of obtaining a ground term. Then the state is modi ed accordingly. Note that we have no rule of the form < j := value; > ; p : : :. This is because in Java overwriting of objects is not possible { only sending messages to them, or overwriting selected instance variables. Figure 21 describes 6 An example
The following, admittedly contrived, Java program serves to demonstrate the concepts introduced in the previous sections, and can have the following interpretation: Philosophers like philosophers. When a philosopher thinks about a problem together with another philosopher, then, after some deliberation they refer the problem to a third philosopher. When a philosopher thinks together with a French philosopher, they produce a book. French philosophers like food; when they think together with another philosopher, they nally refer the question to a French philosopher (such method overriding was allowed in 17]). We have given a formal description of the operational semantics and type system for a substantial subset of Java. We consider this subset to contain many of the features which together might have led to di culties in the Java type system. By applying some simpli cations we obtained a straightforward system which we believe does not diminish the application of our results. We aim to extend the language subset to describe a larger part of Java, and we also hope that our approach may serve as the basis for other studies on the language and possible extensions.
